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English – Unit 1 - Introduction to Greek Mythology
What is a Myth?
Every human culture has developed its own mythology to explain its origins and make sense of the phenomena that we see in the natural world. The word “mythology” comes from the Greek muthos,
meaning “story,” and logia, “knowledge.” Myths serve two purposes. The first is to tell of the creation of the world or predict its end; to explain how animals were made and the land formed; they bridge the
world of humans and the world of the spirits or gods; they try to impose order on a terrifying chaos, and to confront the mysteries of death. Crucially, myths are also the foundation of religions: they define
cultures and their values. The second function of myth is to justify an existing social system and account for traditional rites and customs. In ancient Greece, stories about gods and goddesses and heroes and
monsters were an important part of everyday life. They explained everything from religious rituals to the weather, and they gave meaning to the world people saw around them.
Greek Mythology
the earliest Greek myths were part of an oral tradition that began in the Bronze Age, and their plots and themes unfolded gradually in the written literature of the archaic and classical periods. Around 700
BC, the poet Hesiod’s Theogony (the name of a poem) offered the first written cosmogony, or origin story, of Greek mythology. The Theogony tells the story of the universe’s journey from nothingness
(Chaos, a primeval void) to being, and details an elaborate family tree of elements, gods and goddesses who evolved from Chaos and descended from Gaia (Earth), Ouranos (Sky), Pontus (Sea) and Tartarus
(the Underworld). Later Greek writers and artists used and elaborated upon these sources in their own work. Over centuries and millenia, these stories have been developed and built upon to form the basis
of countless literature that we are familiar with today. Thinkers from Ancient Greece also laid the foundations for many areas of study outside of literature. They continue to have a profound influence on
how we live today in western society and laid the foundations for many areas of study including astrology, mathematics, biology, engineering, medicine or linguistics.
Myth

Concept

(1)
Cronos

Fate

(2)
Oedipus

Fate
Tragedy

(3)
Prometheus

Punishment and
Retribution

(4)
Pandora

Punishment and
Retribution

Summary
Devours his children to avoid a prophecy; that he is destined to be overcome by his own sons, just as he had overthrown his
father. Eventually defeated by Zeus and his other children during the Titanomachy.
Unwittingly fulfils a prophecy, where he kills his father and marries his mother. The truth becomes known and terrible
consequences happen.
Prometheus steals fire from the gods and gifts it to humans. Zeus punishes him by having him spend eternity chained to a
rock, where an eagle eats his daily-replenished liver. Symbolises unfair punishment for defying order.
Meaning “the gift of all”, was the first woman, created in magnificent beauty by Zeus and sent to Prometheus as punishment
for stealing fire. Carries a box (Pandora’s box) and ordered not to open, but does, unleashing a variety of misfortunes on the
human race. Symbolises irresistible temptation.

(5)
King Midas

Punishment

Granted a wish that everything his touches turns to gold and, as a result, lives a terribly conflicted
existence. Suggests wealth and unhappiness.

(6)
Sisyphus

Punishment

Tricks the gods and defeats death temporarily. As a result he is forced to continuously push a
boulder up a steep hill for eternity. Represents an endless, difficult and pointless task.

(7)
Perseus and
Medusa

Perseus kills the gorgon Medusa and saves Andromeda. Symbolises courage and heroism
Heroes

(8)
Hercules

Heroes

(9)
Odysseys

Heroes

Fulfils twelve gruelling labours, showing courage, strength and honour. Achieves kleos and takes
a place amongst the gods on Mount Olympus when he dies. Refers to a task that will be difficult
and require physical and mental strength to achieve.
Odysseus undergoes a 10-year struggle to return home after the Trojan War, battling mystical
creatures and facing the wrath of the gods along the way

The Gothic Genre: Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde
What is a Gothic Text?
Gothic fiction is a genre of literature which combines parts of both horror and
romance. The genre is said to have started in England in 1764 with Horace
Walpole's book The Castle of Otranto. Its second edition was subtitled A
Gothic Story. The idea quickly spread to other European languages.
High emotion is typical in a Gothic text: characters are often overcome by
anger, sorrow, surprise, and especially, terror. Characters suffer from raw
nerves and a feeling of impending doom; crying and emotional speeches are
frequent.

There is often an atmosphere of fear and suspense. Gothic texts often
feature a threatening feeling, a fear that is boosted by the unknown. Often
the plot itself is built around a mystery, such as unknown parentage, a
disappearance, or some other inexplicable event. People disappear or show
up dead inexplicably.
Gothic Settings
Haunted houses and ruined castles are typical Gothic settings. By day, when
the sun is shining (perhaps representing goodness) all tends to be normal. But
at night darkness, fear and evil prevail. Outside you will find the “wild”
countryside: stories are set in bleak moors, dark forests, isolated places
where there are few people living. Houses are quite often cut off from the
outside world, separated from normality by inhospitable environments.
Pathetic fallacy is a common technique used by Gothic writers. Pathetic
fallacy is when the outside environment mirrors the mood of the text. In a
Gothic text, for example, when you meet a “bad” character you would expect
the sky to be dark and stormy – the bad character is reflected by the bad
weather. Other examples of pathetic fallacy include: mists that hide things
away; storms that shake buildings; winds that howl through the landscape
and flashes of lightening that suddenly reveal something terrifying.
Gothic texts frequently include supernatural elements. Super means above
or beyond and natural means the known world. Ghosts, vampires and
werewolves are all commonly included across the genre. Authors do not
always name these supernatural characters, instead choosing to let a spectral
presence linger over the text.
There is often something from the past that affects the present. For example,
evil deeds that cause a punished soul walks the earth as a ghost or
supernatural creatures that have lived for hundreds of years such as vampires
and werewolves. Other authors include hidden rooms where there are
corpses from the past; there could be a curse from the past that still appears
to be in operation.
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Jekyll and Hyde – Key Context
• Victorian values – from the 1850s to the turn
of the century, British society outwardly
displayed values of sexual restraint, low
tolerance of crime, religious morality and a
strict social code of conduct. Utterson is our
stereotypical Victorian male.
•

•

The implications of Darwinism and evolution
haunted Victorian society. The idea that
humans evolved from apes and amphibians
led to worries about our lineage and about
humanity’s reversion to these primitive
states.
Gothic genre – the key features of the gothic
genre are shown through the: setting e.g.
the alleyway, character e.g. the antagonist
of Hyde, the plot e.g. the vicious murder of
Carew.

•

Victorian London – the population of 1
million in 1800 to 6.7 million in 1900, with a
huge numbers migrating from Europe. It
became the biggest city in the world and a
global capital for politics, finance and trade.
The city grew wealthy.
•

•

•

Urban terror – as London grew wealthy,
poverty in the city also grew. The
overcrowded city became rife with crime.
Gothic and detective literature became
more relevant.
Robert Louis Stevenson was born and raised
in Edinburgh, giving him the dual identity of
being both Scottish and British. Edinburgh
was a city of two sides - he was raised in the
wealthy New Town area, but spent his youth
exploring the darker, more sinister side of
town.
Religion vs Science. Religious people
believed that you should not go against God
and what he created but then scientists such
as Dr Jekyll manipulated DNA.

Word
Ambiguous
Obscure

Ambivalence

Preternatural
Affliction
Wretched
Impetuous
Incensed
Mournful
Lamentable
Aberration
Allusion
Duality
Feral
Restraint
Epistolary
Juxtaposition

Victorian
Evolution

Definition
Something that is ambiguous is open to
more than one interpretation.
Something that is obscure is not
discovered or known about. It may be
hidden away.
Ambivalence is the state of having mixed
feelings or conflicting ideas about
something or someone.
The preternatural is something that is not
normal or not natural.
An affliction is something that causes
someone pain or harm.
Something that is wretched is in a very
unhappy or unfortunate state.
If you are impetuous then you will make
very quick and snap decisions.
If you are incensed then you are very
angry or enraged.
If you are mournful then you are feeling
deep sadness, regret or grief
If things are lamentable then they are in a
very bad circumstances.
Something that is abnormal
A reference to another literary work
within the one that you are reading
Two different aspects of something being
explored
Something that is wild and out of control,
usually due to being isolated from society
Holding yourself back from doing
something that you may want to do
A story written in letter form
When two contrasting ideas are placed
next to each other and therefore
highlighting the contrast between them
Something that was written or created
during th reign of Queen Victoria
The belief that we have developed as
humans through evolving – slowly
changing and growing

The Gothic Genre: Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde
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Plot Summary

1. The Story of the
Door:

Passing a strange-looking door whilst out for a walk, Enfield tells Utterson about incident
involving a man (Hyde) trampling on a young girl. The man paid the girl compensation.
Enfield says the man had a key to the door (which leads to Dr. Jekyll’s laboratory)

2. Search for Hyde:

Utterson looks at Dr. Jekyll’s will and discovers that he has left his possessions to Mr. Hyde
in the event of his disappearance. Utterson watches the door and sees Hyde unlock it, then
goes to warn Jekyll. Jekyll isn’t in, but Poole tells him that the servants have been told to
obey Hyde.

3. Dr. Jekyll was
Quite at Ease:

Two weeks later, Utterson goes to a dinner party at Jekyll’s house and tells him about his
concerns. Jekyll laughs off his worries.

4. The Carew
Murder Case

Nearly a year later, an elderly gentleman is murdered in the street by Hyde. A letter to
Utterson is found on the body. Utterson recognises the murder weapon has a broken
walking cane of Jekyll’s. He takes the police to Jekyll’s house to find Hyde, but are told he
hasn’t been there for two months. They find the other half of the cane and signs of a quick
exit.

5. Incident of the
Letter:

Utterson goes to Jekyll’s house and finds him ‘looking deadly sick’. He asks about Hyde but
Jekyll shows him a letter that says he won’t be back. Utterson believes the letter has been
forged by Jekyll to cover for Hyde.

6. Remarkable
Incident of Dr.
Lanyon:

Hyde has disappeared. Jekyll seems happier and more sociable until a sudden depression
strikes him. Utterson visits Lanyon on his death-bed. He hints that Jekyll is the cause of his
illness. Utterson writes to Jekyll and receives a reply that suggests he is has fallen ‘under a
dark influence’. Lanyon dies and leaves a note for Utterson to open after the death or
disappearance of Jekyll. Utterson tries to revisit Jekyll but is told he is living in isolation.

7. Incident at the
Window

Utterson and Enfield are out for walk and pass Jekyll’s window, where they see him
confined like a prisoner. Utterson calls out and Jekyll’s face has a look of ‘abject terror and
despair’. Shocked, Utterson and Enfield leave.

8. The Last Night:

Poole visits Utterson and asks him to come to Jekyll’s house. The door to the laboratory is
locked and the voice inside sounds like Hyde. Poole says that the voice has been asking for
days for a chemical to be brought, but has rejected it each time as it is not pure. They break
down the door and find a twitching body with a vial in its hands. There is also a will which
leaves everything to Utterson and a package containing Jekyll’s confession and a letter
asking Utterson to read Lanyon’s letter.

9. Dr Lanyon’s
Narrative:

10. Henry Jekyll’s
Full Statement of
the Case:

The contents of Lanyon’s letter tells of how he received a letter from Jekyll asking him to
collect chemicals, a vial and notebook from Jekyll’s laboratory and give it to a man who
would call at midnight. A grotesque man arrives and drinks the potion which transforms
him into Jekyll, causing Lanyon to fall ill.
Jekyll tells the story of how he turned into Hyde. It began as a scientific investigation into
the duality of human nature and an attempt to destroy his ‘darker self’. Eventually he
became addicted to being Hyde, who increasingly took over and destroyed him.

Key Characters
Dr Henry
Jekyll

A doctor and experimental scientist who is both
wealthy and respectable.

Mr Edward
Hyde

A small, violent and unpleasant-looking man; an
unrepentant criminal.

Gabriel
Utterson

A calm and rational lawyer and friend of Jekyll

Dr Hastie
Lanyon

A conventional and respectable doctor and
former friend of Jekyll.

Richard
Enfield

A distant relative of Utterson and well-known
man about town.

Poole

Jekyll’s manservant

Sir Danvers
Carew

A distinguished gentleman who is beaten to
death by Hyde.

Mr Guest

Utterson’s secretary and handwriting expert.

Key Themes in the novel
Duality
Science
The Supernatural
Reputation
Rationality
Urban Terror
Secrecy and Silence
The Gothic
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Of Mice and Men
The Plot
The story opens with a description of the wooded area around the Salinas River in California. Two men approach: George and Lennie. As they
talk more, it becomes clear that Lennie has a mild mental disability, and that George looks out for him. George catches Lennie petting a dead
mouse and takes it off him, angrily. Lennie swears that he didn’t kill it, although it becomes clear that Lennie’s enormous strength means that he
Section 1 kills things unintentionally. George reminds Lennie that they are going to work on a ranch and he needs to behave. The two eat beans for dinner,
with George losing his temper with Lennie for persistently asking for ketchup. He states that he would get along much better without Lennie. He
then feels guilty about losing his cool, and reminds Lennie of their dream: one day, they are going to own their own farm. They then settle for
the night.
The two men arrive at the ranch, and after being scolded by their new boss, are assigned to a picking team led by Slim. They meet Candy, and
also Curley, who immediately becomes aggressive towards Lennie. After he leaves, Lennie tells George to stay away from Curley. Curley’s Wife
Section 2
then appears at the bunk, who Lennie finds ‘purty’ and who flirts with them. George has to tell Lennie to stay away from her. Slim then enters,
who is clearly admired by all. He stokes up a friendship with George and Lennie.

Slim gives one of his new pups to Lennie. George tells Slim of how they got chased out of the last town – Lennie grabbed hold of a girl’s red
dress, and wouldn’t let go. Carlson begs Candy to let him shoot his old, stinking dog, to which Candy reluctantly agrees. Curley comes in, asking
where his wife is. When he learns that she is not there, and neither is Slim, he storms out. The others follow, hoping to see a fight. Thinking they
Section 3
are left alone, George discusses the dream again to Lennie. Candy overhears, and swears to devote his life savings to it if he can be in. The other
men return, Curley apologising to Slim for false accusations. Being mocked by the others, Curley turns his attention on Lennie, beating him.
Lennie only fights back when George tells him to, severely crushing Curley’s hand. Curley is warned by Slim not to get them fired.

Main Characters
George – George is one of the
two lead protagonists (with
Lennie) in Of Mice and Men.
Although he is occasionally
short-tempered with Lennie, he
is a loyal and caring friend.
George could be described as
an idealist, as he harbours
dreams of one day owning his
own farm and land. George is
relatively smart, thinking and
acting sharply in difficult
situations.

Curley– Curley is the boss’s son,
and is perhaps the chief
antagonist throughout the
novella. He is confrontational,
mean-spirited and violent, and
to back up his threats he is
rumoured to be a former
Crooks sits in his room alone. Lennie soon wanders in, lonely as the other men have gone out to town. Crooks initially tells him to go away,
prizefighter. Curley tries to
saying that he (as a black man) is not allowed in the others’ bunk, and so they should not be allowed in his. Lennie persists, and eventually
compensate for this small
Crooks lets him in. Soon enough, Lennie begins to babble about his and George’s dream. Crooks speaks of his own loneliness, before then
stature by picking fights with
Section 4 taunting Lennie by suggesting that George might never return. He only relents when Lennie grows aggressive. Candy enters and begins to speak larger men – such as Lennie. As
a recently married man, Curley
again of the men’s dream. Curley’s Wife interrupts, and taunts the men about being ‘the weak ones’ left behind. She speaks of her own
is extremely paranoid, jealous
loneliness. Crooks asks her to leave, but she threatens that she could easily have him lynched if he says too much more. The other men then
and controlling.
return and Curley’s Wife leaves.
Crooks – Crooks is the lively and
Lennie sits in the barn, stroking his dead puppy, questioning why it died. He decides to try and hide the puppy but then gets angry with it for
quick-witted stable-buck, who is
dying and hurls it across the room. Curley’s Wife enters, reassuring him that it is safe to talk to her. She speaks of her loneliness, and her past named so because of his
dreams. She explains that she doesn’t like Curley. She asks Lennie to stroke her hair, but he quickly becomes too excited and holds on too tight. crooked back. As with many of
Section 5 When she cries out, he tries to silence her, and accidentally breaks her neck. He runs away, towards the clearing that he and George were in at the other characters in the
novella, Crooks openly admits
the beginning of the story. Candy finds the body and informs George – they immediately know what has happened. George asks Candy to
pretend that George hasn’t seen it, so he can’t be implicated. Candy agrees. After a while, he calls the other guys in. Curley almost instantly asks that he is lonely – however in
his case this is caused by the
for his shotgun, to track down Lennie.
racial discrimination and
Steinbeck starts the last chapter as he starts the first, by describing in some depth the riverside scene from the opening. Lennie appears,
separation that he suffers.
anxious, but also proud that he has remembered the place that he should come to if he finds himself in trouble. He has two visions: of his Aunt Crooks loneliness can manifest
Clara scolding him for getting into trouble, and a giant rabbit telling him that George will leave him. George appears, seeming unusually quiet. itself into cruelty towards those
George tells Lennie that he is not made at him, comforting Lennie. Lennie asks him to talk about the dream again, which George does. As Lennie who are even weaker, such as
Section 6
when he taunts Lennie.
sits, listening to the story, looking out over the stream, George pulls Carlson’s gun from his jacket and shoots Lennie in the back of the head.

Lennie immediately dies, his body jerking to the ground. The sound of the gun causes the rest of the lynch party to locate the two. Carlson
questions what happens, and George lies that he had to wrestle the gun from Lennie and shoot him with it. Only Slim understands what has
truly happened and agrees with what George did.

Lennie– Lennie is a kind and
simple character, who
possesses enormous physical
strength. At both the beginning
and end of the novel he likes to
pet soft things, is totally
devoted to George, and is an
unintentional threat to both
himself and others. Lennie’s
huge size makes him a target o
others – principally Curley.
Lennie dreams of tending the
rabbits on his and George’s ow
farm.
Curley’s Wife – Curley’s Wife is
initially introduced to the
reader as a ‘tramp’, a ‘rat-trap’
and a ‘tart’, such are the views
towards women on the farm.
However, she emerges as one o
the most complex characters in
the text, revealing openly that
she is disappointed with her life
that ‘Curley ain’t a nice fella’
and that she is lonely.
Eventually her longing for
attention becomes her
downfall.
Candy – Candy is an old odd-job
worker who lives on the farm,
who only has one hand after an
accident. Candy worries that
one day the boss will declare
him unfit to work and he will be
cast aside, left to die in poverty
His old, smelly dog (that is shot
by the other ranch workers) is a
harsh reinforcement of this
belief. Candy is revitalised as he
begins to share in George and
Lennie’s dream of owning their
own place.
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Key Context
John Steinbeck – John Steinbeck was an
American author, who lived between
1902 and 1968. He was a Nobel Prize
winner for Literature. Many of his 27
books (including 16 novels) have been
considered as classics of Western
literature. His works frequently explore
the themes of fate and injustice, as
experienced by everyman characters.
Many take place in the Salinas Valley of
California.
Racism– Life was tough for black people
living in America in the 1930s. Racism
was still rampant, and there were not yet
laws ruling against racial discrimination.
White and black people were segregated
at the time, and black people were
considered 2nd class citizens. Black people
often had to work harder for less money,
often being given the ‘dirty work’ in their
industry. The lynching of black people
was common, sometimes for the most
petty or unproven of crimes. The Jim
Crow laws of post-1876 strongly
reinforced racism.
Gender Inequality– Women had filled in
for men when they had participated in
the First World War. However, after the
Great Depression, when many jobs were
lost, women’s jobs were often the first to
go. Women were not trusted as they
were seen to be ‘taking jobs away from
men.’ With so few job prospects, many
women consigned themselves to a life as
a housewife. Curley’s Wife provides an
example of the difficulties for women at
the time – she is forced into a marriage
with a man she does not love to stave off
poverty.

The American Dream– The American
Dream is a national ethos of the United
States, which declares that freedoms,
prosperity, success, and social mobility,
can all be achieved through hard work. It
implies that society has few barriers
preventing anyone from achieving their
dreams, should they be willing to put in
enough effort. James Truslow Adams
described it as life should be better and
richer and fuller for everyone.”
The Wall Street Crash and The Great
Depression –In the 1920s, the USA had
been an enormously prosperous nation.
However, in October 1929 millions of
dollars were wiped out in an event that
became known as the Wall Street Crash.
This triggered the Great Depression
across the country throughout most of
the 1930s. In this time, between 12 and
15 million (one third of the population at
the time) became unemployed, and many
people lost their life savings as banks
went bust. With no social support system,
many families were left to face poverty.
Golden California – To further compound
the effects of the Great Depression, in
the 1930s America received a number of
severe dust storms, which greatly
damaged the ecology and agriculture
across much of the country. The only
state that remained relatively unaffected
was California on the west coast, which
soon became known as ‘Golden
California.’ Workers from all over the
country descended upon the state in
order to work for little pay as farm-hands.
As men would often travel to do this
alone, it was as an extremely solitarty
existence.

Themes – A theme is an idea or message that runs throughout a text .
Dreams – Each character in the text has their own dreams that they live and work for: George, Lennie, and Candy share in the dream of
owning their own place. Curley’s dream is to be respected by others, whilst Curley’s Wife’s dream is to be a famous actress. Crooks simply
longs to be accepted and treated equally. None of the characters make their dream, showing the impossibility of the American Dream.
Loneliness– All of the characters, in some sense, experience loneliness, except for Lennie (who has George). Curley’s Wife (isolated because
she is a woman) and Crooks (isolated due to his colour) bemoan their lonely existences at any given opportunity, whilst all of the other men
on the ranches live solitary lives as farm-hands, without families. At the end of the text, George is lonely too.
Inequality – Of Mice and Men was set in a time in which the laws favoured white people, and men held far more rights than women. This is
evident through the characters of Crooks and Curley’s Wife. Similarly, life at the time could be deemed more selfish and predatory, as the
strong do not care for (and many actively attack) the week. Other characters’ behaviour towards Candy and Lennie is evidence of this.
Animals and Nature – Steinbeck makes frequent references to animals and nature, both literally and figuratively. At the start and end of
the novella, he vividly describes the scene of nature, including the animals that reside there. He also compares characters to animals, for
example Lennie is compared to a bear, whilst Curley is compared to both a fish and a frog.
Word
Displaced

Definition
A person will be considered displaced when they are forced to leave their home, typically because of war,
persecution, or natural disaster.

Segregation

Segregation is the action or state of setting someone or something apart from others.

Derogatory

Being derogatory is being expressive of low opinion

Imperiously
Contemplate

Imperiously is an adverb to describe carrying out an action in a manner showing arrogant superiority

Pugnacious

Pugnacious is being ready and able to resort to force or violence

Plaintively

Plaintively describes expressing sorrow

Ominous

Ominous is a way of describing threatening or foreshadowing evil or tragic developments

Gingerly

Gingerly describes with extreme care or delicacy
To mimic is to copy or imitate

Mimic
Discrimination
Sexism
Novella
Foreshadowin

To contemplate is to consider something as a possibility

Discrimination is when a person or group of people is treated unfairly compared to others.
Sexism is when you make a difference between people based on their gender
A novella is a short novel. Of Mice and Men is a novella.
Foreshadowing is a literary technique where the writer uses an event early in the text to predict an event that will
follow later in the text.

g
Isolation
Utopia

Isolation refers to a particular type of loneliness where someone is totally separated from other people.
Utopia refers to a perfect place or state of being. It is the opposite of dystopia.

Mathematics
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Science – Staying Healthy

Staying Healthy

Bacteria can be killed by
antibiotics, viruses can not.
With a virus you have to let
your body fight it by learning
how to make the antibodies.
Some viruses have a
vaccination, which is a weak
or dead strain of the virus.
Your body learns how to
make the antibodies so it
knows how to fight it in the
future.

Drugs:

Key word

Definition

Carbohydrates

A nutrient providing energy

Fats

Bulk energy store

Fibre

Nutrient to help keep the digestive
system working

Lipids

See fats

Protein

Nutrient for growth of new tissues

Alcohol

A substance containing ethanol

Drugs

A chemical which affects the body

Nicotine

The addictive drug found in cigarettes

Antibiotic

A chemical which kills bacteria

Bacteria

A living cell which releases toxins making
you unwell

Vaccination

A weak or dead dose of a virus to prevent
people becoming unwell

Virus

A pathogen which takes over a host cell

Medicinal drugs are prescribed by a doctor or to help someone who is feeling unwell
like paracetamol.
Recreational drugs are taken by people for enjoyment, to help them relax or to help
them stay awake. Some recreational drugs are illegal.
Some people develop a dependency on drugs and if they stop taking them may develop
withdrawal symptoms like anxiety, headaches and sweating.
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Science – Separation Techniques
A pure substance consists of only one chemical. A
pure substance will have a specific melting and
boiling point.

Fractional Distillation:
Separates different liquids by their boiling points
as they condense at different temperatures in the
column

Solubility is the measure of how well a
substance dissolves and is measured as the
mass in grams of a substance which can be
dissolved in 100ml of water.
Solubility = Mass of substance dissolved x 100
Volume of water
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Science – Energy

The conservation of energy states energy
cannot be created or destroyed, instead it
is transferred usefully or dissipated
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Geography - Development
The North/South Development Divide (Brandt Line): The Brandt Line is a
simple model which divides the planet into the rich north and the poor
south. However, the world has changed a lot in the last 20 years and the
Brandt line is now considered too simplistic. For example, China and India
are no longer seen as poor countries.
Arctic Ocean

Pacific
Ocean

Atlantic
Ocean
Pacific
Ocean

Indian
Ocean

Southern Ocean

ANTARCTICA

Keyword(s)

Definition

Development

How countries change and the effect this change has on
people’s lives.

North/South
Development
Divide (Brandt Line)

The North South Divide is a Geographical model based on how
rich countries are measured by their GDP [per capita.] It
divides the world into ‘High Income Countries’ (HICs) in the
‘developed north’ and ‘Low Income Countries’ (LICs) in the
‘less developed south’.

Low Income
Country (LIC)

Countries are sometimes classified by how much each person
earns on average. In low income countries, people earn on
average US$1045 per year.

High Income
Country (HIC)

In high income countries, people earn on average US$12746
or above per year.

Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)

The total value of all the goods and services a country
produces in a year. Measured in US$ so that each country can
be compared.

GDP per capita

The GDP divided by the population. It gives you an idea of how
well-off people are, on average. Measured in US$.

Development
Indicator

Used to measure the quality of life in a particular country e.g.
literacy rate, GDP per capita, infant mortality rate etc.

Birth Rate

The number of births per 1000 people per year.

Death Rate

How many people die each year per 1000 people.

Infant Mortality
Rate

Number of children per 1000 born, who die before the age of
1.

Adult Literacy Rate

The percentage (%) of adults that can read and write.

Life Expectancy

The average age that people die.

Under Nourishment

Lack of sufficient food or water for good health.

Civil War

A war between people living in the same country.

Malaria

A potentially deadly disease caused by a parasite, which it
transmitted by the bite of infected mosquitoes.

Year 8 Term 1 Knowledge
Organiser
Keyword(s)
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Geography - Development
The importance of access to clean water:
•

Access to clean water is essential for all life: Without clean water, humans, animals and
plants would not be able to survive.

•

Access to clean drinking water prevents disease: Drinking contaminated water leads to
people contracting potentially deadly diseases such as typhoid and cholera.

•

Access to clean water is necessary for the food that we eat e.g. crops require clean water
to grow properly and fish/animals need clean water to survive and thrive.

•

Access to clean water is essential for proper sanitation: We use water when we wash our
hands, our clothes or take a shower. When dirty water is used, we are at much higher risk
of being exposed to diseases.

Sanitation

The process of keeping places clean and healthy, especially by
providing a clean water supply and sewage system.

Contamination

The action of making something impure by polluting or
poisoning e.g. polluting water by releasing raw sewage into a
river.

Hygiene

Practises that help maintain health and prevent disease e.g.
regular washing.

Disease

Medical conditions that are associated with specific signs and
symptoms.

Potable Water

Water that is safe to drink or use for food preparation.

Diarrhoea

A condition in which faeces (waste matter) are frequently
discharged from the bowels in a liquid form.

Purification

The process of removing contaminants of any kind from
water.

Wells

A hole dug in the ground to obtain water, oil or gas.

Clean water facts from Water Aid (www.wateraid.org)
•

785 million people don’t have clean water close to home.

•

2 billion people don’t have a decent toilet of their own.

•

31% of schools don’t have clean water.

•

Every minute a new born baby dies from infection
caused by a lack of safe water and an unclean
environment.

•

Diarrhoea caused by dirty water and poor toilets kills a
child under 5 every 2 minutes.

•

Around the world up to 443 million school days are lost
every year because of water-related illnesses.

Percentage (%) of people with easy access to clean water:

No data
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Trade

The buying and selling of goods and services between
different countries around the world. Trade occurs because
no country has enough raw materials or manufactured
goods to be self-sufficient.

Mismanagement

The process of managing something badly or wrongly.

Producer

A country that makes or grows foods or materials e.g. tea
grown in India.

Consumer

A country that buys and uses these foods or materials e.g.
tea that we drink in the U.K.

Fair Trade

Fair trade means that producers receive a guaranteed and
fair price for their products, regardless of the price on the
world market. This means their quality of life should
improve, as will the long-term prospects for their children.

Fair Trade Premium

An extra sum of money that is paid to farmers on top of the
selling price, that they can invest in projects of their choice
e.g. building a school.

The result of the pattern of world trade is that
the producers of primary products in developing
countries lose out with low wages and poor
standards of living. With little money they cannot
afford essentials such as primary education for
their children and many children are required to
work to help the family earn a living.

Aid

A transfer of resources from one country to another e.g.
money, food, building materials.

Short Term/
Emergency Aid

Aid given to help people survive. Usually given after a
natural disaster.

Long Term/
Development Aid

Aid that is given over a long period of time to help a country
develop.

Trade can be really unfair for some countries,
but what can be done about it?

Non-Government
Organisation (NGO)
Aid

Aid that is given by charities or other groups that receive
donations from organisations and individuals to help a
country.

Bilateral Aid

Where one country gives aid to another country.

Multilateral Aid

Where many countries give money to an organisation e.g.
United Nations or World Bank, and then that organisation
distributes it.

Conditional Aid

Aid that is given with certain agreements/conditions
attached.

Geography - Development
There is often an unequal/unfair balance in the relationship between two trading
countries, particularly when one is a developing (poorer) country and the other is
a more developed (richer) country. Some of the reasons for these inequalities in
trade are shown below:
• A country may have a lack of natural resources to develop or sell.
• A country may have low literacy rates so there may be a lack of skills to
develop resources.
• International debt and poverty prevents developing countries from investing
in industry.
• Poor health and diseases, e.g. AIDS and malaria, mean people are unable to
work even if they were skilled and wanted to work.
• Natural disasters such as drought, famine and earthquakes can set the
development of a country back many years.
• Civil wars prevent industrial development as foreign investors are put off.
• Lack of infrastructure, e.g. roads, railways, ports and airports, prevents
products from being exported to market.

One option is to support Fair Trade. Fair Trade
means that producers receive a guaranteed and
fair price for their products, regardless of the
price on the world market. This means their
quality of life should improve, as will the longterm prospects for their children.

Year 8 Term 1 Knowledge Organiser

Geography - Biomes

Coniferous
forest
Deciduous
forest

Keyword(s)

Definition

Biome

A biome is a large geographical area of distinctive plant and animal
groups, which are adapted to that particular environment. The climate and
geography of a region determines what type of biome can exist in that
region.

Ecosystem

An ecosystem is a natural environment and includes the flora (plants) and
fauna (animals) that live and interact within that environment.

Equator

An imaginary line that runs around the middle of the earth and is always
closest to the sun. It marks the difference between the two parts of the
earth: the northern hemisphere and the southern hemisphere.

Tropic of
Cancer

The Tropic of Cancer is an imaginary latitude line located above the
equator that runs across the globe at about 23 degrees north.

Tropic of
Capricorn

Opposite the Tropic of Cancer is the Tropic of Capricorn, whose latitude
line circles the globe at about 23 degrees south (below the equator).

Components of an Ecosystem:

Tropical
rainforests
Tundra

Abiotic

These are non-living, such as air, water, heat and rock.

Biotic

These are living, such as plants, insects, and animals.

Polar Ice
Temperate
grasslands

Flora

Plant life occurring in a particular region.

Fauna

Animal life of any particular region.

Climate (Average temperature and rainfall), plants (flora) and animals (fauna) found in different Biomes:

Tropical
grasslands

Biome

Location

Temperature

Rainfall

Flora (Plants)

Fauna (Animals)

Hot deserts

Tropical
rainforest

Centred along the
Equator.

Hot all year (25-30°C)

Very high (over
200mm/year)

Tall trees forming a canopy; wide
variety of species.

Greatest range of different animal
species. Most live in canopy layer

Tropical
grasslands

Between latitudes 5°- 30°
north & south of Equator.

Warm all year (20-30°C)

Wet + dry season
(500-1500mm/year)

Grasslands with widely spaced
trees.

Large hoofed herbivores and
carnivores dominate.

Hot desert

Found along the tropics of
Cancer and Capricorn.

Hot by day (over 30°C)
Cold by night

Very low (below
300mm/year)

Lack of plants and few species;
adapted to drought.

Many animals are small and
nocturnal: except for the camel.

Deciduous
Forest

Between latitudes 40°- 60°
north of Equator.

Warm summers + mild
winters (5-20°C)

Variable rainfall (5001500m /year)

Mainly deciduous trees; a variety
of species.

Animals adapt to colder and
warmer climates. Some migrate.

Tundra

Far Latitudes of 65° north
and south of Equator

Cold winter + cool
summers (below 10°C)

Low rainfall (below
500mm/ year)

Small plants grow close to the
ground and only in summer.

Low number of species. Most
animals found along coast.

Found within 30° north –
south of Equator in
tropical waters.

Warm water all year
round with temperatures
of 18°C

Wet + dry seasons.
Rainfall varies greatly
due to location.

Small range of plant life which
includes algae and sea grasses that
shelters reef animals.

Dominated by polyps and a
diverse range of fish species.

Marine

Coral Reefs
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Geography - Biomes
Global Pattern of Air Circulation – The Global Atmospheric Circulation Model:
Atmospheric circulation is the large-scale movement of air by which heat is distributed
on the surface of the Earth.

Hadley/Ferrel/Pola
r Cells

Large cells of air created by the global pattern or air circulation –
the Global Atmospheric Circulation Model.

Condensation

Where water vapour in the air cools down and changes back into
tiny drops of liquid water, forming clouds.

Cumulonimbus

A type of cloud that extends to a great height and is associated
with thunderstorms.

Hadley
cell

Largest cell which extends from the
Equator to between 30° to 40°
north & south.

Low Air Pressure

A type of atmospheric pressure. When the air warms, the
molecules fly further apart; the air becomes lighter and rises,
creating low pressure. Low pressure draws moisture from the
ground creating clouds, rain and storms.

Ferrel cell

Middle cell where air flows
poleward between 60° & 70°
latitude.

High Air Pressure

Polar cell

Smallest & weakness cell that
occurs from the poles to the Ferrell
cell.

A type of atmospheric pressure. When the air is cold, the
molecules are packed tightly together; the air becomes denser and
begins to sink. The air now presses on the Earth’s surface, creating
high pressure. High pressure often brings fine weather.

Vegetation Layers

The different layers of the rainforest composed of the shrub layer,
under canopy, canopy and emergent layer.

Decomposition

The state or process of rotting, or decay.

Species Diversity

The number of different species that are represented in a given
ecosystem e.g. the tropical rainforest.

Endemism

Something that can usually only be found in a particular place or
population e.g. endemic species of animals are limited to specific
geographical areas, such as Adelie Penguins in Antarctica.

Habitat

The natural home or environment of a plant or animal.

Interdependence

A rainforest works through interdependence. This is where the
plants and animals depend on each other for survival. If one
component changes, there can be serious knock-on effects for the
entire ecosystem.

Tropical Rainforest Biome
Tropical rainforests cover about 2 % of the Earth’s surface yet they are home to over half of the
world’s plants and animals.
Distribution of Tropical Rainforests
Tropical rainforests are centred along the Equator between the Tropic of Cancer and Capricorn.
Rainforests can be found in South America, Central Africa and South-East Asia. The Amazon is the
world’s largest rainforest and takes up the majority of northern South America, encompassing
countries such as Brazil and Peru.
Layers of the Rainforest
Emergent

Highest layer with trees reaching 50
metres, that emerge out of the canopy.

Canopy

The second layer in the rainforest. 50%
of life is found here as it receives most of
the sunlight and rainfall.

Under
Canopy

Consists of trees that reach 20 metres
high. Younger trees competing for light.

Shrub
Layer

Lowest layer with smaller plants that
have adapted to living in the shade.

Rainforest nutrient cycle

Climate of Tropical Rainforests

The hot, damp conditions on the forest floor allow
for the rapid decomposition of dead plant material.
This provides plentiful nutrients that are easily
absorbed by plant roots. However, as these
nutrients are in high demand from the many fastgrowing plants, they do not remain in the soil for
long and stay close to the surface. If vegetation is
removed, the soils quickly become infertile.

•
•
•
•

Evening temperatures rarely fall
below 22°C.
Due to the presence of clouds,
temperatures rarely rise above 32°C.
Most afternoons have heavy showers.
At night with no clouds insulating,
temperature drops.
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Geography - Biomes

Africa

One of the seven continents of the world, containing 54 highly
diverse countries, with a total population of over 1.3 billion people.

Equator

An imaginary line that runs around the middle of the earth and is
always closest to the sun. It marks the difference between the two
parts of the earth: the northern hemisphere and the southern
hemisphere.

Precipitation

Water in the form of rain, hail, sleet or snow falling to the ground.

Species

A group of closely related organisms e.g. plants or animals that
share common characteristics.

Adaptation

The process of change by which an organism or species becomes
better suited to its environment.

Predator

An animal that naturally preys on others e.g. wolves are major
predators of smaller mammals.

Defense

The action of defending from or resisting attack.

Savannah (Tropical) Grasslands Biome – Location and Climate:
Savannahs, also known as tropical grasslands, are found to the north and south of
tropical rainforest biomes. The largest expanses of savannah are in Africa, where much
of the central part of the continent, for example Kenya and Tanzania, consists of
tropical grassland. Savannah grasslands can also be found in Brazil in South America.
Savannah regions have two distinct seasons - a wet season and a dry season. There is
very little rain in the dry season. In the wet season vegetation grows, including lush
green grasses and wooded areas. As you move further away from the equator and its
heavy rainfall, the grassland becomes drier and drier - particularly in the dry season.
Savannah vegetation includes scrub, grasses and occasional trees, which grow near
water holes, seasonal rivers or aquifers.
Climate graph for a typical Savannah Grassland ecosystem:

Hot Deserts Biome – Location, Characteristics and Climate:
Most of the world’s hot deserts are found in the subtropics between 20 degrees and 30 degrees
north & south of the Equator. The Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn run through most of the
worlds major deserts.
•

•
•

Aridity – hot deserts are extremely dry, with annual rainfall below 250 mm. It might only rain
once every two to three years.
Major temperature change between the day and night – temperatures in hot deserts rise to
over 45 degrees during the day, but they are cold at night (approx. 5 °C) due to little cloud
cover.
Landscapes – Some places have dunes, but most are rocky with thorny bushes.

Examples of adaptations to the desert:
Cactus

Plant and Animal Adaptations in the Savannah Biome:
Plants and animals have to adapt to the long dry periods. Many plants are
xerophytic, which means they have adapted to live in a dry habitat - for example, the
acacia tree with its small, waxy leaves and thorns. Plants may have adapted to enable
them to store large amounts of water, for example the baobab tree, or have long
roots that reach down to the water table.
Animals may migrate (move/travel) great distances in search of food and water.

Camels

•
•

Large roots to absorb water soon
after rainfall.
Needles instead of leaves to reduce
surface area and therefore
transpiration.

•
•
•

Hump for storing fat (NOT water).
Wide feet for walking on sand.
Long eyelashes to protect from sand.
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History - Henry VIII
What was Henry like as a king?
The Good
• Fought wars in
France and
Scotland and
beat the
Scottish at
Flodden in 1513.
• Built up the
navy from 5
ships to 50.

The Bad
• Spent the money
his father had
saved on parties,
jousting and war
• Divorced his first
wife, Catherine of
Aragon when she
didn’t give him a
son

The Ugly
• Executed 2 wives, one
for treason & the other
for adulatory(cheating
on him).
• Lied to the leaders of
the 1536 rebellion by
saying he wanted to
thank them. He
executed them instead.

Key Terms

Definitions

Pope

Head of the Catholic Church

Divorce
Catholic
Church

Ending a marriage
Church lead by the Pope, based in
Rome. Nearly everyone in England
until the 1530s was Catholic.
The new church set up by Henry VIII.
This followed Protestant beliefs e.g.
the decoration was much plainer
A religious building where monks/nuns
live
Religious men/women who dedicated
their lives to God
Ending/dissolving

Church of
England
Monastery/
nunnery
Monk/nun
Dissolution

The break from Rome
When Catherine of Aragon became too old to have any
more children, Henry asked the Pope for a divorce. He
refused, so Henry decided to set up his own church and
give himself a divorce. In 1534 he made himself head of
the Church in England. Immediately he divorced Catherine
and married Anne Boleyn who was already pregnant. The
new church was the Church of England.

Bible & church services in Latin
Priest acts as a link between
person & God
Head of the church is the Pope

Bible & church services in Latin
People can communicate with God
through prayer
Head of the church is Jesus

The dissolution of the monasteries
In 1535, Henry asked Thomas Cromwell, his Chief Minister
to investigate whether the monasteries in England were
being run properly. He was looking for excuses to close
them down.
Cromwell’s inspectors found evidence that monks were
misbehaving & spending money on themselves & not the
poor.
Henry ordered all the monasteries to be closed. He took
their wealth, sold their land and threw out all the monks.
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History - Edward, Mary & Elizabeth
The next Tudor monarchs

Edward VI
Ruled: 1547-1553
Protestant, changed the
church so priests could marry
& alters were replaced with
communion tables.
Tried to make his cousin, Lady
Jane Grey queen after him so
Protestantism could continue.
Didn’t marry (only 15 when he
died) & had no children.

Elizabeth I
Ruled: 1558-1603
Protestant
Never married

Mary (known as ‘Bloody Mary’)
Ruled: 1553-1558
Catholic, returned England to
Catholicism. Burnt nearly 300
Protestants alive at the stake
when they refused to become
Catholic.
Lost Calais, the last English
land in France.
Married Philip II of Spain, but
didn’t have children.

Elizabeth used
portraits to get
her message across
to her people. She
used symbolism e.g.
she has angel wings
to show she was
sent from god. The
eyes and ears to
show she was
always watching
and listening to her
people.

Who could Elizabeth marry?
Robert Dudley
English
Protestant
Knew England but
other Englishmen
might be jealous.
Would not bring a
foreign alliance
His first wife
died in mysterious
circumstances

Philip II of Spain
Spanish
Catholic
Was married to
Elizabeth’s sister
Mary
Would bring a
foreign alliance
The English didn’t
like him
He was very wealthy

Francis, Duke of
Alencon
French
Catholic
Would bring a
foreign alliance, as
he was the French
king’s brother
Some English didn’t
like him
He was very wealthy

Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex
English
Protestant
Knew England but other Englishmen might be jealous. Would
not bring a foreign alliance
He was immature & reckless

Why didn’t Elizabeth get married?
There were problems with all the men who Elizabeth could marry
Her older sister had married Philip II of Spain & it had caused
problems. England had been dragged into a war that Spain was
fighting against France (and lost Calais). Philip had also
encouraged Mary to return England to Catholicism
Even though Elizabeth needed an heir, she never got married
Key Terms

Definitions

Alliance

An agreement between two countries to help each other.
They might support each other in fighting or trade
Paintings
The person who will rule after the current king or queen

Portraits
Heir
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History - Elizabeth’s problems
Why was Mary, Queen of Scots a problem for Elizabeth?
1542: became Queen of Scotland at 6 days old
1548: sent to live in France
1558: married the Dauphin of France, Francis
1559: became Queen of France, when her father-in-law died
1560: Francis died, Mary was sent back to Scotland
1565: married Henry, Lord Darnley
1566: Mary’s secretary David Rizzio was murdered in front
of her. Darnley was probably involved.
1566: gave birth to her son, James
1567: Darnley was murdered in suspicious circumstances.
Shortly after Mary married Lord Bothwell who many people
thought had been involved in Darnley’s murder
July 1567: Mary was forced to abdicate from the throne
1568: she lost a battle against the Protestant lords & ran
away to England. She hoped that her cousin Elizabeth would
help her get her throne back. Elizabeth put her in prison
for the next 19 years
1586: Babington Plot uncovered. This was a plan to
assassinated (murder) Elizabeth
1587: executed

What was the Babington Plot?
• A plot to murder Elizabeth & replace her with Mary, Queen
of Scots
• Led by Anthony Babington, a Catholic
• Letters were smuggled into Mary hidden in barrels
• BUT Sir Francis Walsingham, Elizabeth’s spy master, found
out about it
• Mary, Babington and the other plotters were arrested.
• Mary was put on trial & found guilty

Should Elizabeth execute Mary?
NO
• Mary said she was
innocent
• Powerful countries like
Spain would be angry if
Mary was killed
• Mary was a queen, chosen
by God.

YES
• There had been lots of plots
to replace Elizabeth with
Mary, these would carry on for
as long as she was alive
• Parliament wanted her killed
• Mary was a Catholic & a threat
to the Protestant Elizabeth
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History - Elizabeth’s problems

Why did Spain want to attack England?
• England was becoming stronger & starting to challenge Spain’s
position
• English sailors like Sir Francis Drake had been attacking and
stealing from Spanish ships
• Philip II wanted to protect Catholics in England

Sir Francis Drake

Second in command
Experienced sailor
Had sailed around the world
Had been attacking & stealing
from Spanish ships for years

Duke of Medina-Sidonia

In command
Had no experience of
commanding a fleet
Got seasick & even his
mother thought it was a bad
decision to give him command!

Why did England defeat the Spanish?
English tactics: the English were well trained to use their cannon
English ships were better designed than the Spanish ships. They
were smaller, lighter and better built, this allowed the English to
move faster.
The English used fire ships to break up the Spanish fleet (ships)
Spanish mistakes: they had not prepared properly for a sea
battle. For example most of their cannon were designed to be
used on land once they had got to England.
The Spanish lost time getting their troops onto the ships in the
Netherlands.
Weather: Many Spanish ships survived the battle with the
English but were destroyed by the storms on the way home.
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Religious Education - The Old Testament

Key Terms

Bible: The Christian Holy book. Divided into two sections, the Old Testament and the New Testament
Old Testament: The first section of the Holy Bible. Is common to Christians, Jews and Muslims
New Testament: The second section of the Holy Bible. Discusses the life and teachings of Jesus and the first 100 or so years of Christianity
Genesis: The first book of the Old Testament. Deals with the story of creation
Creation: Told in the book of Genesis (first part of the Old Testament). Tells how God created the earth and everything in it in six days and rested on the seventh
The Fall: The concept in Christianity whereby man becomes able to sin because Eve, when tempted by the devil (a serpent), she ate from the tree of knowledge against God’s instructions
Literal Belief: A belief that what it written in the Bible is the total and actual truth – e.g. a person could believe that God actually created everything in six days
Liberal Belief: A belief that the Bible guides Christians in how to think – e.g. a person could think that the six days of creation represent development over a ‘period of time’
Original Sin: The Christian idea that, because Adam and Eve disobeyed God, all subsequent humans are born sinful and have the urge to do wrong things
Sacrifice: Taking an action which does bad to show thanks or loyalty (in the Bible, done to prove loyalty to somebody/something else)
Punishment: A sanction or negative action applied to somebody (as a consequence for dowing something wrong)
Murder: The deliberate taking of another human life
Jealousy: Feeling of envy (of somebody because they have something you want)

Covenant: A promise or agreement between God and man
Olive Branch: A symbol of peace. One was brought back to Noah’s arc by the dove to show the waters were falling and dry land was near – i.g. God’s punishment was over
Abraham: Married to Sarah, first follower to believe in just one God. At age 75, God told him to take a great journey (to Caanan) and they were rewarded with Sarah becoming pregnant. God later
tested Abraham’s loyalty by asking him to sacrifice his only son
Jacob and Joseph: Jacob was a wealthy nomad and Joseph his 11th and favourite son. His siblings plotted against him, sold him to slavery as they were jealous
Enslavement: The act of forcing somebody to work and exist without pay and no realistic means of escape
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Religious Education - The Old Testament Key Questions
What is the Bible?

What does the Bible tell Christians about creation?

Does ‘the fall’ help to explain the existence of pain and
suffering?

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

The Christian holy book
Divided into two sections
Old Testament is common for Judaism, Islam and
Christianity. Deals with creation and stories about early
followers
New Testament tells of the life and beliefs of Jesus and the
earliest Christians

•
•

Created in six days (God rested on the seventh)
The world and everything within it created by God
The first human was Adam and God created his partner Eve
out of his ‘spare’ parts – i.e. his rib
Adam and Eve lived in the Garden of Eden under God’s
instruction
By following God’s rules, they lived an ideal life and nothing
bad happened

•
•

Despite God telling her not to, Eve ate the fruit from the
Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil and therefore
committed sin. She had been tempted by the devil.
God banished them both from the Garden of Eden as he
was worried they would eat from the tree of life and
become immortal
Because all humans descended from Adam and Eve, they
too all have an ability to sin and therefore do bad things to
each other

Who were Cain and Abel and why are they important to
Christians?

What does the story of Noah and the arc teach Christians
about the power of God?

How does the story of Abraham and Sarah guide Christians
today?

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

The two sons of Adam and Eve
Both made sacrifices to please God
God was most pleased with Abel’s sacrifice – Cain became
jealous of this and murdered his brother.
As he had sinned, God punished Abel by condemning him to
a life of wandering in wilderness
Teaches Christians that only God has to power to give/take
away human life (Sanctity of Life) and that jealousy itself is a
sin

•
•
•
•

God had become annoyed by the sinning of humans;
particularly the way they treated each other and the earth
He sent a massive flood but told Noah to build an arc (boat)
and take a male and female of everything into it
The world flooded for 40 days during which time everything
except what was on the boat was wiped-out
Doves sent out and returned with an olive branch – they
knew land was near and the floods were falling
Teaches Christians that God has the power to
create/destroy and their behaviour must please him

Who was Joseph (the nomad)?

What happened to Jacob?

•
•
•

•

Joseph was the second son of Isaac
Father of 12 children from four wives
Favourite child was Joseph, his 11th child – gave him a
special coat to prove this

•
•
•
•

Sold by his brothers to a slave merchant (they were jealous
that he was Joseph’s favourite and suspicious of his vivid
dreams). Became servant to Potiphar, a wealthy Egyptian
Potiphar's wife seduces him, he rejects her, she had him
arrested and put in prison
Gained favour with Pharaoh by interpreting his dreams –
helped Egypt prepare for a long famine that he had
predicted
His brothers come to Egypt to ask for food to survive the
famine
Joseph treats them well despite how badly they had treated
hum – the moral of the story to always do the good thing

•
•
•
•
•

Because they followed God’s instruction, they had a child at
the age of 75
God instructed Abraham to kill his only child – Isaac
Abraham begins the sacrifice, but God stops him, knowing
Abraham clearly fears the power of God.
A ram is sacrificed instead
Guides Christians to appreciate the power of God
Teaches Christians that they should be willing to sacrifice
important things in order to best serve God (although the
killing of another person was a step too far)
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Religious Education - Origins of the Universe

Key Terms

Origins: Another word for beginnings – how something started
Humanity: Characteristics of humans, the qualities of being human, e.g. kindness, mercy, sympathy etc.
Dominion/stewardship: When you are in charge of something – in the case of stewardship, in charge of the earth
God as Creator: The Christian belief that God had/has the ultimate role of creator
Humans as Stewards: The role humans play, as superior beings, in being in charge of and looking after the world
Big Bang: The idea that around 14 billion years ago, there was an explosion, the outcome of which was the universe as we know it (and it is still expanding outwards from this point today)
Matter: A physical substance which exists in space and makes-up everything which can physically be touched
Energy: The force or property which can be transferred fromone object to another. The energy from the Big Bang has been transferred throughout the universe
Evolution: The process by which different kinds of living organisms have developed from earlier forms
Natural Selection: The process by which the best (most competitive) species or sub-species dominates and out-survives the others
Charles Darwin: English naturalist known for his contributions to the science of evolution
Origins of the Species: Book by Charles Darwin in which he records his theories on evolution, the most important being that of natural selection
Humanist: People who do not believe in religion and accept that this life is our only life, that the universe is natural, and there is no supernatural (Godly) element to it

Atheist: A person who does not believe in God or Gods
Supernatural: Anything which we cannot explain through science or logic
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Religious Education - Origins of the Universe

Key Questions

What does Genesis 2 tell Christians about the origins of the
universe?

How does Genesis 1 and Genesis 2 compare?

Can Christians believe in scientific ideas of creation such as
the Big Bang Theory?

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Genesis 2 tells Christians more about the creation of human
life – Adam being created out of the dust of the earth and
Eve from his rib
They lived in the Garden of Eden and had the responsibility
to look after it (stewardship)
It implies that humans were actually created before animals
Many people think that Genesis 2 is a description of what
happened on day six

•

There is a difference in terms of when animals were
created. Genesis 1 states they were created before
humans, Genesis 2 says afterwards
Genesis 2 is more about the creations of humans in the
Garden of Eden

•

How does Darwin’s theory of evolution compare to Genesis?

What do humanists believe about creation?

•

•

•
•

Evolution describes how physical processes take place over
vast periods of time in order to arrive at the present known
species. Genesis covers a much shorter time span.
The general theme of Genesis, life being created over time,
is similar to that of evolution. The time span is different
though.
Both are similar in that they start with ‘something less than
what we have today’ and end with the development of
‘what we have today’

•

•
•
•

Humanists believe that the earth was created entirely by
natural processes.
They do not believe that any part of the earth or the
universe was created by a God
They believe that scientific fact can (or will at some point)
be able to explain the creation of the universe
Humanists believe that there is just one life, and that when
somebody dies, there is no afterlife/heaven etc.

Absolutely!
George Lemaitre, a Belgian-born Catholic Priest (also a
Professor of physics and an astronomer) first came-up with
the theories which eventually became the Big Bang Theory
Roman Catholics are encouraged to use scientific
knowledge to interpret Genesis in light of new
understanding
More literal believers take Genesis as being a true account
of exactly how the earth and people were created

Year 8 French Term 1: Les médias et l’identité.
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The Formal elements of Art

Art

Tone

How light or dark something is

Line

A mark which can be long, short,
wiggly straight etc…

Colour Theory

Colour
What you see when light reflects off something. Red, blue
Primary colours are the three
and yellow are primary colours
main colours, they can’t be
Texture
How something looks or
made, but are used to mix all of
feels e.g. smooth or
the other colours
rough
Secondary colours are made by
mixing two primary colours
Pattern
A symbol or shape that is repeated
Tertiary colours are made by
Making things look 3D:
mixing a primary and a
To stop drawings looking flat
secondary colour
use a range of tone and
Shape
A 2D area which is enclosed by
Harmonious colours are next to
marks. Pressing harder and
a line e.g. a triangle
each other on the colour wheel
lighter and layering with
Complementary colours are
Form
Something which has 3 dimensions
your pencil creates different
opposite each other on the
e.g. a cube, sphere or a sculpture
tones and adds depth.
colour wheel
Tint – when you add white to a
Mark Making: To make drawings look more realistic try
colour to make it lighter
to use different marks on the surface. You can do this by
changing the direction, pressure or length of your marks.
Shade – when you add black to
Mark making can be used in conjunction with shading or
a colour to make it darker
separately.

Technique Keywords
Media/Medium

The materials and tools used by an artist to create a piece of art

Technique

The way an artist uses tolls and materials to create a piece of art

Composition

Where you place objects on the page

Highlight

The bright or reflective area on an object or piece of art, this area is closest to the light source

Shadow/Shade

The darker areas within a piece of art or object

Proportion

The size relationship between different parts e.g. height compared to width
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Art - Ocean & Plastic
In this topic you will be looking at the Ocean environment
and plastic. You will explore the impact the effect this has
on ocean animals and how to respond to this as an artist
and create a meaningful piece of environmental art.
During this project you will be exploring
the work of
Alfred Basha: an artist that creates surreal
hybrid creatures using their habitat and
outline to create original artworks.
Andreas Lie: this artist uses double
exposure to manipulate photographs
combining animals and their habitat
Double Exposure: is a photographic
technique that mainly involves combining
two exposures (pictures) to create a single
image

Constructing a drawing
It is important to remember to build a
drawing in stages:
1.
Plot out rough shapes (to ensure
everything is in proportion)start
with the bigger structures,
2.
Refine line work (put the correct
lines in)
3.
Add details and smaller shapes
4.
Plot out and apply shading or
mark making

Activist art is
a term used to
describe art
that is
grounded in
the act of
‘doing’ and
addresses
political or
social issues.

Habitat

this is the natural environment of an animal/creature

Environment

the surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives.
We must protect the environment from pollution

Pollution

this is a huge issue at the moment as waste is incorrectly
disposed of

Recycling

we must do more of this to protect our oceans and the
creatures that live within

Plastic

these items are often disposed of incorrectly and end up in
the oceans and harm wildlife

Space refers to the
area within, around,
above or below an
object or objects. It is
important to creating
and understanding
both two dimensional
or three dimensional
works of art.
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Art - Insects

It is important to be
able indentify the
different layers in an
image. When
creating your own
piece you will be
building from
background to
middleground to
foreground.

In this project you
will develop
compositional
skills and learn
how to build up a
background and
image based on
the stimulus of
insects. You will be
exploring colour
theory and colour
groups in this
project.

Directional shading
is shading that
follows the
contours of an
object. Using this
method makes
your work appear
more realistic. Look
at the insect, see
how the shading
changes direction
and curves with
the shape of the
insect. Directional
shading should be
used all the time =,
it is not exclusive to
pencil shading,
look at the way the
oil pastel has been
used.

Composition is the way that you place or
position your objects, there are several rules
that can be used.
• Rule of thirds: You divide your paper
horizontally and vertically into 9 equal
sections, and by placing the focus on your
image where the lines intersect you create
a balanced composition.
• The Rule of odds suggests that an odd
number of subjects in an image is more
interesting to look at than an even
number.
• Balance is where you ensure an image is
‘balanced’ look at the diagram to see
different types of balance.

Things to help:
Books
•
•
•

How to Draw Almost
Everything: An Illustrated
Sourcebook – Chika Miyata
Keys to Drawing – Bert Dodson
Drawing for the Absolute
Beginner: A Clear & Easy
Guide to Successful Drawing
(Art for the Absolute Beginner –
Mark and Mary Willenbrink

YouTube Tutorials
•
Drawing & Painting – The Virtual
Instructor
•
The Basics of Oil Pastels - How to
use Oil Pastels (Lets create
something)

Oil Pastel are a new medium we will
be using during this project. They are
like wax crayons and produce a rich
bright colour, they can be a little
tricky to blend.
Dominic Vonbern is a
designer, artist and
author. Vonbern Has been
active in the Swiss street art
scene for over 24 years. He
takes inspiration from street
and pop art. He works
today predominantly in the
medium of spraying and
colourful digital arts.
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2D Design – CAD, CAM and CNC
Design and Technology
Knowledge Organisers – Bee
Box.

CAD Computer-Aided-Design
CAM Computer-Aided-Manufacture

Tolerances
Tolerance is the
allowable variation for
any given size in order
to achieve a proper
function

Net of a
cube!
CNC means Computer-NumericalControl
Tools and Equipment

Example: If I ask for
a piece of wood to
be cut to 500mm
long and there is a
tolerance of +/2mm, it can be
502mm or 498mm
long!
This is what is know
as a tolerance

Nets- A pattern that
you can cut and fold to
make a model of a solid
shape

Steel RulerUsed to
draw very
precise and
accurate
straight
lines
Set SquareUse for
drawing 30
or 60 degree
diagonal
lines

Graphical tools
2D Design Tools
Explained!
These are the
most common
tools you will
use in 2D
Design
Isometric
drawing paper.
Used to help you
create drawings
in 3D. Lines are
30 degrees

Straight line tool
Arc Tool

Hazard- Something
that has the potential
to cause harm, untidy
cables between work
spaces is a good
example

Ellipse Tool
Rectangle tool
Text tool
Free Form Curves

Isometric DrawingIsometric
projection is a
method for visually
representing threedimensional objects in
two dimensions in
technical and
engineering drawings
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Design and Technology
Knowledge Organisers – Bee
Box.

Graphic Design The art or skill
of combining
text and
pictures in
advertisements,
magazines, or
books.

Pine Wood- Used
indoor and outdoors
for a range of
cheap applications

Plywood- Strong
man made board,
made from layers
glued together

A Bug Hotel

Orthographic projection is a means of representing three-dimensional
objects in two dimensions. It is a form of parallel projection, in which all the
projection lines are orthogonal to the projection plane, resulting in every
plane of the scene appearing in affine transformation on the viewing surface.

Scaled Drawings- Why
use scaled drawings ?
A drawing that shows a
real object with accurate
sizes reduced or enlarged.
We cant design a building
as big as the Eifel tower
so we have to draw it
smaller. This is called a
scaled drawing.
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Design Idea

Product analysis involves investigating a products features,
costs, availability, quality and other aspects. Product
Concept analysis is carried out by people who want to buy the product,
Design and Technology Analysis
Knowledge Organisers –
Research
by product managers attempting to understand competitors
Bee Box.
and by people who need inspiration to design and develop a new
product. At school we use ACCESS FM to help us analyse a
Market Research- The action or activity of
gathering information about consumers' needs product. Below is an example of how it used.
and preferences.
Customer- What would you
customer think of the
product? Is it suitable for
them? Does it fulfil their
needs?

Aesthetics- Describe what
the object looks like, you
can discuss its colour,
texture, features and more

Environment- What location
will your product be
suitable for? Is your
product environmentally
friendly?
Shape- Describe the shape of your product, Is the
shape suitable for your client? Could it be
improved?

Cost- Discuss the cost of the product, is it
too expensive? too cheap? Would your client
be happy with the price? Is it good value for
money?

Size- What are the dimensions of your
product? Is it just right? Too big? Too
small?
Function- How does your product work? Are
there any moving parts? What is it intended
to do?
Materials- Describe the materials, What is the product
made of? Are the materials suitable?

ACCESSFM- This is a useful tool used to analysis a product in detail
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Design and Technology
Knowledge Organisers – Bee
Box.

Sustainability

Sustainability- A way to avoid running
out of natural resources in order to
exist forever!

Project Planning Tools

Project Planning Tools

The Gantt Chart- A chart in
which a series of horizontal
lines shows the amount of
work done or production
completed in certain periods
of time in relation to the
amount planned for those
periods.
The 6R’s

Units of Measurement:
In the UK and Europe we use mm which is know as the metric system, Across America they use imperial
measurements which are feet and inches.
Length
100millimetres (mm) = 10centimetres (cm)
1000metres (m) = 1kilometre (km)
Weight
1gram (g) = 1000mg
1tonne = 1000kilograms (kg)

1centimetre (cm) = 10mm

0.1kilogram (kg) = 100grams (g)

Capacity 1litre = 1000millilitres (ml)
0.1litre (l) = 100millilitres (ml)

1litre (l) = 100centilitres (cl)

100cm = 1metre (m)

1kilogram (kg) = 1000grams (g)
1centilitre (cl) = 10millilitres (ml)
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Food and Nutrition Knowledge Organiser – Food Preparation skills.

Skills & Processes Used In Year 8
Kneading Bread Dough- Bread
Strong flour used for bread dough is high in a protein
called gluten. This must be kneaded by hand to make
it elastic and stretchy.

Proving Bread Dough – Cinnamon Rolls
Once the dough has been kneaded, it must be left to prove. This is
where the yeast (a biological raising agent) ferments, creating carbon
dioxide gas which makes the dough grow and rise.

Frying off – Bolognaise, chicken tikka, chicken and bacon pasta
A method for cooking raw meat until it is
sealed and cooked through. It should be brown
on the outside with no pink left on the inside..

Blind Baking – Savoury Flan/Quiche
Baking a pastry case before adding a filling to
dry it out and stop a soggy bottom (baking
beads to weigh it down). Coagulation of egg.

Rubbing In – Jam Tarts, Savoury Flan
Combining fat and flour by ‘rubbing in’ with
your fingertips before binding together
with water to make pastry dough

Binding, Coating, Shaping – Fish cake
Combining all ingredients together, shaping
into a patty, coating in flour, egg and
breadcrumbs before cooking.

Melting method – Flapjack and cheesecake
Melting is a physical process that results in the phase transition of a
substance from a solid to a liquid. We boil a small amount of water in a
saucepan and place a glass bowl with the ingredients we want to melt above.

Keyword

Meaning

Adding air/gas to a mixture, e.g. by whisking.
Aeration
Blind Baking A method of baking pastry without any filling to dry it out.
Coagulation When liquid protein foods are cooked and turn from liquid to
solid. E.g. egg in quiche.
Convenience Ready made foods that can be used to save time. E.g. puff
pastry. More expensive than making from scratch though.
Foods
Brushing with egg or milk before baking to give a shine. E.g.
Glazing
scones, pastry.
When water or food in a saucepan bubbles gently (stays below
Simmering
boiling point).
Working bread dough with the hands to stretch the gluten so it
Kneading
is elastic (helps the yeast to make bread rise).
Lamination Thin layers of fat and dough in puff/flaky pastry. These
separate when baked to form the flaky layers.
Leaving bread dough to develop and rise.
Proving
A biological raising agent used in bread and beer.
Yeast

Equipment
Pastry brush used
for glazing

Frying pan used for frying
off meat (can also be
done in a saucepan)
Garlic crusher

Electric whisk
used to
mechanically
aerate mixtures

Baking beans
used for blind
baking pastry

Colour Coded
Chopping Boards
Chefs Knife - a large
all purpose knife
Vegetable Knife - a small
knife for preparing fruits
and vegetables
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Food and Nutrition Knowledge Organiser – Nutrition and Health
All the foods on the Eatwell Guide give
us a range of different nutrients which
all do different jobs in our body.

The government recommends 8 top tips for healthy eating. Following these
guidelines you will give you a balanced diet, which leads to good health.

Remember lots of foods provide more
than 1 nutrient.

Nutrient

Food Examples

Main Function in Body

Macronutrients - We need these in large amounts.
Starchy
Carbohydrates

Cereals, bread, rice, potatoes,
pasta etc.

Give us slow release energy.
(wholegrain versions are higher in fibre).

Protein

Meat, fish, eggs, nuts, seeds,
pulses, lentils.

Growth, repair and maintenance of muscles.

Fat

Butter, lard, margarine, sunflower
oil, olive oil etc.

Insulates our vital organs (heart, lungs etc) and
keeps us warm.

Micronutrients - We need these in small amounts.
Vitamins
Minerals

Fruits and vegetables.

Help our immune system fight off illnesses and
help us release energy from other foods.

Other Essential Nutrients

Healthy Food Swaps
Changing just a few eating habits can make a big difference
to your diet and is the healthiest way to lose weight. Eat less
fat, salt, sugars, processed foods and high calorie foods. Swap
them for something healthier, such as more fruit and
vegetables (5 a day).
Find out more: www.nhs.uk/change4life/food-facts

Dietary Fibre
(NSP)

Wholegrain cereals,
fruit/vegetables, nuts/seeds etc

Helps our digestive system remove waste and
avoid constipation.

Water

Keeps us hydrated, controls body temperature, helps digestion, gets rid of waste.

Main Major Health Issues Linked to Poor Diet
Anaemia
Diabetes (Type 2)
Heart Disease (CHD)
Obesity
Osteoporosis
Tooth Decay

Too few red blood cells caused by a lack of iron in the diet.
Caused by too much processed sugar, obesity and lack of exercise.
Arteries get blocked by fatty deposits. Linked to saturated fats and obesity.
Having too much body fat because of an incorrect energy balance.
Bone disease. Brittle bones due to a lack of calcium. Affects elderly people.
Plaque builds up on the teeth. Made worse by eating too much sugar.
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Food and Nutrition Knowledge Organiser – Food Provenance/ Nutrition

Different Types of
Food Production

Where does our food come from, how is it
produced and why do we need to know?

Red Tractor is a food assurance scheme
showing the food has been farmed,
processed and packed in the UK. It is
traceable, safe to eat and has been
produced responsibly.
The animals have access to outdoor space
and can live naturally. The welfare
standards are high.

Foods that have this label mean the
animals have had a good life and have been
treated with respect

This means the food has been produced
without using any chemicals. Only natural
fertilisers and pesticides are used to help
the crops grow.

The farmer gets a fair price for his produce
and fair working and living conditions.

Using sustainable methods of fishing to
prevent the decline in number of fish in
our seas.

Foods:
Milk, cheese,
yoghurt, poultry

Foods:
Eggs, meat

Foods:
Eggs, meat & fish

Foods:
Eggs, chicken, fruit
and vegetables

Foods:
Sugar, bananas,
coffee, tea
Foods:
Fish, seafood
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Year 8 Food and Nutrition Knowledge Organiser – Food Provenance

Food miles - The distance food travels from Farm To Fork

Grown

Some is local

Where does our food come from?
All our food comes from plants and animals

Reared

Caught

Some comes by lorry
from all over the UK or
Europe

Food miles
How far does our food travel to get to us?

Some is flown here from all over the world

The higher the food miles the bigger the
environmental issues for our planet
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Year 8 Food and Nutrition Knowledge Organiser – Food safety and science.
Food hygiene is necessary in order to make
food which is safe to eat. This involves
more than just being clean. A
simple way to remember all the
important areas where safety
could be an issue are the 4Cs:

4 C’s

• Cooking
• Cleaning
• Chilling
• Cross Contamination

Keyword

Meaning

Ambient Foods Foods that can be safely stored at room temperature.
Aeration
Adding air to a mixture to help it rise (e.g. cakes, batters, yorkshire puddings).
Bacteria
A micro-organism that grows on food. Some of these are harmless but pathogenic
bacteria can cause food poisoning.
Coagulation
When heat is applied to a liquid protein food making it become solid. E.g. Egg.
Cross
When bacteria passes from one food to another or from people to food. Can lead to
Contamination food poisoning.
Food Spoilage When bacteria causes food to decay. Food will start to smell, lose texture or flavour.
Food Poisoning Caused by eating food infected with bacteria. Symptoms include sickness, fever and
diarrhoea.
High Risk Foods Foods where bacteria grows quickly and can lead to food poisoning. The majority of
high risk foods are animal protein foods (meat, fish, dairy, meat stocks/gravies). The
only exception is cooked rice.
Mould
A type of micro-organism. Grows on foods such as berries when they are starting to
decay. Also used in food production to make foods such as blue cheese or soy sauce.

Raising Agents
Biological – Yeast,

Food Packaging Date Marks
Date Mark

Description

Use By

A safety date. Used on high
risk foods that usually need
to be stored in the fridge. If
you eat the food after this
date you risk food poisoning.

Best
Before

A quality date. Food can still
be eaten after but the quality
will be reduced. E.g. cereals
or biscuits will not be as
crunchy.

used in bread making.
Food Examples
Meat
Fish
Seafood
Cheese
Milk
Cream
Bread
Cereals
Sugar
Flour
Pasta

Chemical - Bicarbonate of soda,
baking powder, S.R.flour.

Mechanical –
folding,
beating,
whisking,
sieving,
creaming,
rubbing in.

Steam – Used in choux pastry,
Yorkshire puddings, soufflés.
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Music – Blues & Improvisation

Where did Blues come from?

Key Terms

Definitions

12 BAR BLUES

A chord progression based on the I, IV, and V chords
of a key.

CHORD

2 or more notes played together at the same time

CHORD
PROGRESSION

A succession/pattern of chords

IMPROVISATION

Playing without preparation

SWUNG
RHYTHMS

Alternating the length of the first and second
consecutive notes in the two part pulse-divisions in
a beat (see example)

Blues Scale

A scale used in the blues, generally consisting of
tonic, major second, minor third, fourth, fifth, major
sixth and minor seventh, in which notes, particularly
the third, fourth and fifth may be bent.

TRADE
TRIANGLE

The slave trade journey involving England, Africa
and America where slaves and products were
transported and traded.

Swung Rhythms
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Music – Blues & Improvisation

12 Bar Blues – Chord Progression

CHORDS –
G = GBD
C= CEG
D= DF#A

Blues Scale for Guitar using TAB

KEY TERM:
Enharmonic
Equivalent
A# = Bb

